
CHLD 392: DRDP Evidence Table 
PRESCHOOLER 

Student Name: Juliette Retornaz Child Name: Violet Classroom: Magnolia 
 

Measure # Evidence 

ALT-REG Approaches to Learning – Self Regulation 

ATL-REG 1 
Attention 
Maintenance 

10/13/15 
11:25 - 11:40 am 
Circle Time on Flower Carpet 
Violet sat through the whole circle time on her name without moving, speaking out of 
place or interrupting. She sat there until her name was called by Teacher Ashley at the 
end. As she was dismissed, Teacher Ashley asked Violet what her favorite dinosaur from 
the book was. Violet pointed to the dinosaur and said, "the one reading." 
J.R. 

ATL-REG 2 
Self-Comforting 

10/13/15 
2:10 pm 
Play Structure Outside 
Violet saw Finley hanging upside down from the play structure so Violet tried to do the 
same thing. She falls, puckers her lip, rubs her elbow, then looks up and says, "I'm 
okay!" 
J.R. 

ATL-REG 3* 
Imitation 

9/1/2015 
12:15 pm 
Cots in Big Room 
Teacher Juliette was reading an animal book to Eva and Violet. When she turned the 
page and there was a duck, Teacher Juliette asked the girls, “what sound does a duck 
make?” Violet said, “quack quack.” 
J.R. 
 
9/15/2015 
2:57 pm 
Outside Under Overhang 
Violet worked next to Teacher Ashley on the train tracks and moved the train along the 
tracks while saying “chug a chug a choo choo.” 
J.R. 

ATL-REG 4* 
Curiosity & 
Initiative in 
Learning 

10/12/15 
9:35 AM 
Grey Rug Inside 
Violet stood by the drum and hit it. She looked to Antonio and said, “Do you hear me 
Antonio?” 
J.R. 

ALT-REG 5* 
Self-Control of 
Feelings & 
Behavior 

10/13/15 
2:10 pm 
Play Structure Outside 
Violet saw Finley hanging upside down from the play structure so Violet tried to do the 
same thing. She falls, puckers her lip, rubs her elbow, then looks up and says, "I'm 
okay!" 
J.R. 
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ALT-REG 6* 
Engagement & 
Persistence 

9/22/15 
2:45 – 2:50 pm 
Mattress Outside 
Violet jumps on the mattress then jumps to her bottom, laughs, then looks in the mirror 
in front of her and says “Oh sorry!” She does this continuously for five minutes. 
J.R. 

ALT-REG 7* 
Shared Use of 
Space & Materials 

9/15/2015 
2:57 pm 
Outside Under Overhang 
Violet worked next to Teacher Ashley on the train tracks and moved the train along the 
tracks while saying “chug a chug a choo choo.” 
J.R. 

SED Social & Emotional Development 

SED 1 
Identity of Self in 
Relation to Others 

 

SED 2 
Social & Emotional 
Understanding 

 

SED 3 
Relationships & 
Social Interactions 
with Familiar 
Adults 

10/15/15 
1:25 pm 
Outside Table 
Violet: “Can you write my name?” 
Teacher Juliette: “Yes, on this piece of paper?” 
Violet: “Yeah” 
Teacher Juliette begins to spell out Violet’s name on the paper. 
Violet: “V – I – O – L – E – T”  
J.R. 

SED 4 
Relationships & 
Social Interactions 
with Peers 

10/13/15 
11:15 am 
Outside Blacktop 
Violet was running around the yard. She sees Antonio playing with the Legos, runs over 
to him and says, “Antonio wanna play tag with me?” Antonio nods and they head off to 
play together. 
J.R. 

SED 5 
Symbolic & 
Sociodramatic Play 

9/15/2015 
2:57 pm 
Outside Under Overhang 
Violet worked next to Teacher Ashley on the train tracks and moved the train along the 
tracks while saying “chug a chug a choo choo.” 
J.R. 
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LLD Language & Literacy Development 

LLD 1 
Understanding 
Language 
(Receptive) 

10/20/15 
11:15 am 
Mattress Outside 
Violet begins to jump on the bed. Teacher Juliette looks over and asks, “Violet, do we 
jump on the bed?” Violet responded, “No.” “And why not?” Teacher Juliette asked. 
“Because I can fall” replied Violet. 
J.R. 

LLD 2 
Responsiveness to 
Language 

10/12/15 
10:30 AM 
Outside Play Structure 
Teacher Rilee is standing in the round play structure and calls out, “Help! Save me!” 
Violet looks over, gets up and says, “I’m coming to help you.” 
J.R. 

LLD 3 
Communication & 
Use of Language 
(Expressive)  

9/15/15 
2:45 pm 
Dome Play Structure in Sand 
Violet was in the dome and said, “Ah help me I’m stuck” Aryan and Antonio 
immediately ran to her.  

J.R. 

LLD 4 
Reciprocal 
Communication & 
Conversation 

10/13/15 
2:15 pm 
Play Structure Outside 
As Violet is swinging on the bars of the play structure, Teacher Juliette asks "Violet, 
what kind of animals hang and swing like that?" Violet replies, "monkeys." Teacher 
Juliette then asks, "do you like monkeys?" Violet responds, "yeah I like to swing like 
them." Lastly teacher Juliette asks," have you seen a monkey in real life?" Violet 
responds, "yeah I have." 
J.R. 

LLD 5 
Interest in Literacy 

10/20/15 
12:15 pm 
Inside on Cots 
Violet picked up the book Three Little Pigs and said to Teacher Juliette, “I’m going to 
read this.” She then proceeded to read the book out loud, “little pigs little pigs let me in. 
Not by the hair of our chiny chin chin. But I’ll huff and puff and blow your house down 
said the wolf. But he couldn’t because it was made of brick. So he went down the 
chimney and his butt caught on fire. The end.” 
J.R. 

LLD 6 
Comprehension of 
Age-Appropriate 
Text 

10/13/15 
11:25 - 11:40 am 
Flower Rug inside 
Violet sat through the whole circle time on her name without moving, speaking out of 
place or interrupting. She sat there until her name was called by Teacher Ashley at the 
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end. As she was dismissed, Teacher Ashley asked Violet what her favorite dinosaur from 
the book was. Violet pointed to the dinosaur and said, "the one reading." 
J.R. 

LLD 7 
Concepts About 
Print 

9/22/15 
12:30 pm 
On Cot on Grey Rug 
Violet is holding the book Bear’s New Friend. She looks at teacher Juliette and says “I’m 
gonna read it to you”. She points at the words as if reading along and points to the bear 
and says “this is bear. Bear loves his new friend. Bear can’t find his new friend.” She 
continued to do this for the whole book. 

J.R. 
LLD 8 
Phonological 
Awareness 

 

LLD 9 
Letter & Word 
Knowledge 

10/12/15 
9:30 AM 
Grey Rug Inside 
Teacher Juliette was reading Dr. Seuss’s ABC book and she read to Violet, “ABCD, 
what comes next?” Violet immediately responded, “EFG.” 
J.R. 

LLD 10 
Emergent Writing 

 
ELD English Language Development 

ELD 1 
Comprehension of 
English (Receptive) 

 

ELD 2 
Self-Expression in 
English 
(Expressive) 
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ELD 3 
Understanding & 
Response to English 
Literacy Activities 

 

ELD 4 
Symbol, Letter, & 
Print Knowledge in 
English 

 

COG Cognition, Including Math & Science 

COG 1 
Spatial 
Relationships 

9/15/2015 
2:50 pm 
Sand Outside 
Violet saw teacher Ashley grab the hose. Teacher Ashley asked if she wanted to help her 
put water in the water tub. Violet responded “yes”. Teacher Ashley turned on the hose 
and Violet held it with both hands over the tub as water poured out. 
J.R. 

COG 2* 
Classification 

10/15/15 
1:25 pm 
Outside Table 
Teacher Juliette: “Let’s separate the crayons by color, can you help me?” 
Violet: “Yeah!” 
Violet begins to put the yellows together in a pile, then the blues and then the reds.  
J.R. 

COG 3* 
Number Sense of 
Quantity 

10/12/15 
10:50 am 
Outside under Overhang 
Teacher Ashley puts up a paper to measure and document the height of the children and 
teachers. Violet sees this and says “measure me.” Teacher Juliette and Violet go over to 
the paper and she measures Violet and says to her, “you are 37 inches.” Violet walks 
around and says, “I am 37 inches.” 
J.R. 

COG 4* 
Number Sense of 
Math Operations 

9/15/2015 
2:55 pm 
Outside Blacktop 
Violet played hopscotch and jumped. Always with two feet and counted the squares 1-6 
as she jumped. 
J.R. 

COG 5* 
Measurement 

9/22/15 
2:45 pm 
Mattress Outside 
Violet was jumping on the mattress, looks over to Teacher Ashley and says “I’m 
jumping”’ teacher Ashley replies, “you jump a lot” Violet looked over and said, “I jump 
a lot because I’m a big girl”. 
J.R. 
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COG 6* 
Patterning 

10/20/15 
2:10 pm 
Rug outside Under Overhang 
Violet and Teacher Juliette were playing with the magnetiles outside after nap. Violet 
had arranged the tiles on the floor and said, “this looks like a pizza with slices. I like 
pizza because pizza has cheese and is yummy in your tummy.” 
J.R. 

COG 7* 
Shapes 

10/20/15 
12:20 pm 
Inside on Cots 
Teacher Juliette was reading the book Three Little Pigs to Violet and Antonio. She 
looked at Violet, pointed to the sun and asked, “Violet, what shape is this?” Violet 
replied, “it’s a circle!” 
J.R. 
 
10/20/15 
2:05 pm 
Rug outside Under Overhang 
Violet and Teacher Juliette were playing with the magnetiles outside after nap. She hands 
Teacher Juliette a magnetile and says, “of course you may borrow my triangle.” Teacher 
Juliette responded, “thank you Violet!” Violet said, “You’re welcome, I’m a good friend, 
not a bad friend.” She then picked up a square and said, “this is a square. And a circle has 
no sides because it’s round.” 
J.R. 

COG 8* 
Cause & Effect 

9/15/2015 
2:50 pm 
Sand Outside 
Violet saw teacher Ashley grab the hose. Teacher Ashley asked if she wanted to help her 
put water in the water tub. Violet responded “yes”. Teacher Ashley turned on the hose 
and Violet held it with both hands over the tub as water poured out. 
J.R. 

COG 9*  
Inquiry Through 
Observation & 
Investigation 

9/22/15 
12:25 pm 
On Cot on Grey Rug 
Violet looks at Teacher Juliette and says “Wow look at this grey rug!” Teacher Juliette 
replied “what does the rug feel like?” Violet put her hand down on the rug and said “it 
feels soft and cuddly and snuggly it keeps me warm.” 
J.R. 

COG 10* 
Documentation & 
Communication  of 
Inquiry 

10/13/15 
11 am 
Outside Blacktop 
Teacher Juliette walks through the Violet sees her and begins to follow. Right as they get 
to the red line before Teacher Juliette enters the classroom Violet stops, looks at the 
ground, then back up at Teacher Juliette and says, "red line means stop" 
J.R. 
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COG 11* 
Knowledge of the 
Natural World 

10/13/15 
2:15 pm 
Play Structure Outside 
As Violet is swinging on the bars of the play structure, Teacher Juliette asks "Violet, 
what kind of animals hang and swing like that?" Violet replies, "monkeys." Teacher 
Juliette then asks, "do you like monkeys?" Violet responds, "yeah I like to swing like 
them." Lastly teacher Juliette asks," have you seen a monkey in real life?" Violet 
responds, "yeah I have." 
J.R. 

PD-HLTH Physical Development – Health 

PD-HLTH 1 
Perceptual-Motor 
Skills & Movement 
Concepts 

9/17/15 
11:30 am 
Flower Carpet Inside 
To end circle time, Violet did a dance to a song at the rhythm of Teacher Ashley and 
Teacher Juliette’s beat.  
J.R. 
 
9/15/15 
2:50 pm 
On Sand Outside 
Violet used the hose laying on the ground as a barrier and jumped high over it as she ran 
in a circle. 
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 2 
Gross Locomotor 
Movement Skills 

10/12/15 
9:55 AM 
Grey Rug Inside 
Violet walks on one of the big long blocks and balances on one foot while still standing 
on the block for about five seconds.  
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 3 
Gross Motor 
Manipulative Skills 

10/8/15 
11:00 am 
Blacktop outside 
Violet runs around the yard while kicking a purple ball. She would use her right leg to 
kick the ball, then run back to it and she continued this process for about five minutes. 
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 4 
Fine Motor 
Manipulative Skills 

10/12/15 
11:00 am 
Table Outside 
Violet comes over to the table where Teacher Juliette is sitting and picks up a pipe 
cleaner and starts stringing beads on it to make a bracelet.  
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 5 
Safety 

9/15/15 
2:45 pm 
Dome Play Structure in Sand 
Violet was in the dome and said, “Ah help me I’m stuck” Aryan and Antonio 
immediately ran to her.  
J.R. 
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PD-HLTH 6 
Personal Care 
Routines: Hygiene 

9/15/15 
2:55 pm 
On Sand near Blue Tub 
Violet had sand all over her hands. She went over to the blue water tub and rinsed her 
hands off. Then she went over to Teacher Ashley and said, “Look I washed my hands.” 
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 7 
Personal Care 
Routines: Self-
Feeding 

 

PD-HLTH 8 
Personal Care 
Routines: Dressing 

9/17/15 
2:25 pm 
Bathroom 
Teacher Jill and Violet were in the bathroom changing after Violet had an accident. 
Teacher Jill brought in a bag of clothes to change into and Violet said “Oh I’m so 
excited!” Jill began singing “I’m so excited, I just can’t hide it” and Violet sang along 
with her as she changed into clean clothes.   
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 9 
Active Physical 
Play 

9/22/15 
2:45 pm 
Mattress Outside 
Violet was jumping on the mattress, looks over to Teacher Ashley and says “I’m 
jumping”’ teacher Ashley replies, “you jump a lot” Violet looked over and said, “I jump 
a lot because I’m a big girl”. 
J.R. 

PD-HLTH 10 
Nutrition 

 

HHS History-Social Science 

HHS 1 
Sense of Time 

10/20/15 
1:15 pm 
Cot during Naptime 
Teacher Kirsten saw that Violet was ready to get up so she grabbed a timer and walked 
over to Violet’s cot. She looked at Violet and said, “When the timer is done, you can get 
up.” Violet watched the timer closely and when the timer was done, she looked at 
Teacher Juliette and said, “the timer’s done. I can get up.” 
J.R. 

HHS 2 
Sense of Place 
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HHS 3 
Ecology 

 

HHS 4 
Conflict Negotiation 

9/21/15 
3:31 pm 
Outside 
While trying on clothes, Violet was interrupted when Rogue came by and moved the 
mirror she was viewing herself in.  She became upset and stated "Leave."  Rogue left 
then Violet attempted to pick up the mirror but was not able to.  She began to cry and 
then teacher Amy asked "Do you need help Violet?" Violet stated, "I need water from the 
water fountain."  She then left to get a drink of water. 
A.G. 

HHS 5 
Responsible 
Conduct as a Group 
Member 

 

VPA Visual & Performing Art 

VPA 1 
Visual Art 

 

10/15/15  
1:20 pm 
J.R.	
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VPA 2 
Music 

9/17/15 
2:25 pm 
Bathroom 
Teacher Jill and Violet were in the bathroom changing after Violet had an accident. 
Teacher Jill brought in a bag of clothes to change into and Violet said “Oh I’m so 
excited!” Jill began singing “I’m so excited, I just can’t hide it” and Violet sang along 
with her as she changed into clean clothes.   
J.R. 
 
10/12/15 
9:35 AM 
Grey Rug Inside 
Violet stood by the drum and hit it. She looked to Antonio and said, “Do you hear me 
Antonio?” 
J.R. 

VPA 3 
Drama 

10/20/15 
11:10-11:15  am 
Outside Corner Near Observation Window 
The puppets were out today and Violet went over and grabbed a giraffe and bear. She 
handed Teacher Juliette the bear and said, “will you play with me?” Teacher Juliette 
agreed and they began to play. “My name is Giraffey. Want to play a game?” Violet said. 
“Hello my name is Teddy. Sure I’ll play a game with you” Teacher Juliette responded. 
“Okay! Let’s play the popcorn game!” Violet replied. They played puppets for another 
five minutes. 
J.R. 

VPA 4 
Dance 

9/17/2015 
2:25 pm 
Bathroom 
On the way out of the bathroom, Teacher Jill and Violet were singing a star song and 
dancing to the music on their way out the door. 
J.R. 

 
* Indicates a CHANGE in numbering from August 1, 2014 Edition.   
Evidence Table reflects August 1, 2015 edition. 


